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Abstract - The major aim of designing visual communication systems is to use the least resources to achieve the highest visual quality
with respect to certain constraints such as bit rate, complexity, and maximum delay. In most circumstances, the human visual system
(HVS) makes final evaluation on the quality of images and video that are processed, transmitted, and displayed. Thus, it is essentially
futile to spend significant effort on encoding those signals that are beyond the human perception by application of visual masking model
that estimates the masking effect of the HVS. This study aims to explore the possibility of a computerised visual communication systems
using Just Noticeable Distortion (JND), which accounts for the maximum distortion that the HVS does not perceive, which serves as a
perceptual threshold to guide an image/video processing task. This goal was achieved by using b Model, Visual Attention Model and
Weighted JND. This study also built the system in a robust manner so that it would utilize the masking model in determining the
important level of each of the pixels, and this information is then in application specific processing.
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1. Introduction

an image/video processing task. In image compression
schemes, JND can be used to optimize the quantizer [1]–
[2] or to facilitate the rate-distortion control [2].
Information of higher perceptual significance is given
more bits and preferentially encoded, so that the resultant
image is more appealing. In video compression schemes,
JND plays more diverse roles. As in image compression,
JNDs for video can be used to improve quantizers [3] and
bit allocation; moreover, motion estimation can be
facilitated with the help of JND profiles [4]. For both
image and video, objective quality evaluation based on the

T

he main aim of designing visual communication
systems is to use the least resources to achieve the
highest visual quality with respect to certain
constraints such as bit rate, complexity, and maximum
delay. In most circumstances, the human visual system
(HVS) makes final evaluations on the quality of images
and video that are processed, transmitted, and displayed.
Thus, it is essentially futile to spend significant effort on
encoding those signals that are beyond the human
perception. Just Noticeable Distortion (JND), which
accounts for the maximum distortion that the HVS does
not perceive, can serve as a perceptual threshold to guide
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characteristics of the HVS can be achieved by using the
JND [5]–[6].
There are various applications where a visual masking
model could be used to do efficient image/video
processing; some examples are Image/Video filtering for
display, Video compression, Watermarking,

Figure 1. Program flow diagram

Our implementation of the visual masking mainly follows
the functional block of [8] , the block diagram is displayed
as below.

Encryption/Steganography etc. These applications would
utilize the masking model in determining the importance
level of each of the pixels, and this information is then in
application specific processing [7].

Figure 2. Diagram of JND model sub-blocks

The model consists of three main components JND (Just
Noticeable Difference Model): Just Noticeable Difference
is defined as the maximum distortion the human visual
system cannot perceive.

2. Basic JND Model
JND model considered here takes into account both
temporal and spatial properties of the human visual
system, the model incorporates a pixel domain edge
detection using canny edge detection and then utilises the
results to do a block type classification. In the next stage
the model operates in the frequency domain by performing
a discrete cosine transform (DCT) on the input image and
incorporates spatial-temporal contrast sensitivity function,
the influence of eye movement, luminance adaptation and
contrast masking.

Our implementation of JND is based on [9]. This
implementation also considers temporal properties (eye
tracking ) in addition to the spatial properties. Visual
Attention Model : The visual attention model we have
considered in this project estimates the attention point of
the eye in an image/video based on bottom up space based
contrast stimuli (texture, luminance & motion) & top
down object based features.

JND (n, i, j, t) = T(n, i, j, t)αLum(n, t)
This is based on work done on paper [10]. Weighing
Model : HVS has the highest spatial resolution &
sensitivity at the point of fixation, the estimation of the
fixation is incorporated into the overall model by
modulating a weighing map generated using foveation
method.
Some components, such as multi-levelled
equations, graphics, and tables are not prescribed, although
the various table text styles are provided. The formatter
will need to create these components, incorporating the
applicable criteria that follows.

α

intra(n, i, j, t) αinter(n, t)

…. (1)
where αLum(n, t), αintra(n, i, j, t), and αinter(n, t)account for the
effects of luminance adaptation, intra-band masking, and
inter-band masking, respectively.
The JND model sub-blocks are explained in detail below
as per how we have implemented it.
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2.1 Edge Detection & Block Type Classification:

2.3 Motion Estimation Motion estimation:

The edge detection we have employed is canny edge
detection; the output of the edge detection is a binary
image with the edge pixel identified. We divided this
image into blocks (8x8) which can be used to calculate the
edge density in each of the blocks. The blocks are further
classified as plain blocks, edge blocks and texture blocks.
The edge density is calculated as edge density = (number
of edge pixels in block / number of pixels in the block).
The classification thresholds are based on the equation (3)
in paper [1]. The block type classification results were
further filtered using a Majority filter in immediate
neighbourhood blocks for Edge and Texture blocks. Plan
blocks do not go through this filter since it is not possible
to eliminate a lone Texture/Edge block from any arbitrary
image without any contextual information.

This is the process of determining motion vectors that
describe the transformation from one 2D image to another;
usually from adjacent frames in a video sequence. It is an
ill-posed problem as the motion is in three dimensions, but
the images are a projection of the 3D scene onto a 2D
plane. In our JND model, motion estimation is used to get
the image velocity representing eye movement effect.
Motion estimation using Optical flow calculation: Optical
flow is the distribution of apparent velocities of movement
of brightness patterns in an image. Optical flow
calculation is a very popular gradient-based image
matching method. It can give important information about
the spatial arrangement of objects viewed and the rate of
change of this arrangement. We estimated the direction
and speed of object motion from one image to another or
from one video frame to another using the Horn-Schunck
method. By assuming that the optical flow is smooth over
the entire image, the Horn-Schunck method computes an
estimate of the velocity field that minimizes this equation:

2.2. Baseline Spatio-Temporal CSF Model:
The HVS is sensitive to contrast and can only sense a
signal whose contrast is above a certain threshold with
respect to a signal frequency. The reciprocal of this is the
contrast sensitivity. The baseline spatio-temporal contrast
sensitivity that we have implemented is based on equation
(1) in the paper [9].This equation operates in the DCT subband domain and also incorporates the eye movement
effect in the form of retinal image velocity which is
explained below.

… (2)
Motion estimation using block matching method: Block
Matching Algorithm is a way of locating matching blocks
in a sequence of digital video frames for the purposes of
motion estimation. The purpose of a block matching
algorithm is to find a matching block from a frame i in
some other frame j, which may appear before or after i.

Eye Movement Effect (Eye Tracking): The eye movement
is classified into three types : i) Smooth-Pursuit Eye
Movement : tracks moving object and reduces retinal
velocity. ii) Natural Drift Eye Movement: refers to very
slow eye movement and is a used as measure for viewing
static images. iii) Saccadic Eye Movement : refers to
rapidly moving objects to which HVS has low sensitivity.

2.4 Luminance Adaptation:
The JND model we have implemented also incorporates
the luminance adaptation, which is a property of the HVS
where the eye has higher visibility threshold for dark and
light regions and is more sensitive to noise in medium gray
regions. The average local intensity of a block is
determined by the dc component of a DCT block we use
an equation (13) from paper [9] which utilizes this
property E. Contrast Masking: The extent of contrast
masking depends on the local intensity activity of the
image. We performed a DCT domain Intra & Inter-band

Because of the different eye movements, the perceived
retinal velocity is different from the Image plane velocity.
Retinal Image Velocity is defined, V= VI -VE. where VI is
the Image plane object velocity and VE is the eye
movement velocity. In our implementation predefined
equation (6) in paper [9] for calculating VE.
The image plane velocity is implemented using two
different methods for motion estimation.
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contrast masking. In this method a DCT block is divided
into DC, low frequency (LF), medium frequency (MF) and
High Frequency and calculate a Texture Energy and utilize
the block type classification done earlier to implement
equation (15) for paper [9].

each has a mean value µi. Then if there is a cluster larger
than some fraction of pixels, we designate that cluster as
the background and compute relative distances, d =
√(𝑅 − ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐵)2 + (𝐺 − ⃗⃗⃗𝐺 )2 + ( 𝐵 − ⃗⃗⃗𝐵 )2,
and these
values are discretized into ranges to create proper scaling.
Otherwise, if the image is relatively uniform, default to
using the centre of the image as the focal point. Texture
variation is done similarly to colour contrast, except we
count edge pixels in each block and use d =| ne − ne |.

3. Visual Attention Model
One major factor in masking is how the human eye directs
attention to various parts of an image or image sequence.
There are two kinds of attention features: bottom-up
features, processed by the brain from neutral detail into
areas of interest, and top-down features, automatically
recognized as specialized qualities and transformed into
evaluation of its details. In the project, we implemented
bottom-up features of colour and texture variation to find a
weighted map of visual attention. In some literature, topdown processing of faces, skin tones, common objects,
and patterns and motifs are incorporated into a visual
attention model. However, considering that top down
recognition code is still in a highly developmental stage
and in the interest of computational ability, we focused our
project on just the bottom-up components. As shown
below, the input video sequence is evaluated for color and
texture contrast, using a k-means clustering algorithm,
combined into one conglomerate map based on correlation
between stimuli, and truncated according to limitations of
human attention.

How the two stimuli combine is dependent on their
correlation. According to literature, color and texture are
slightly correlated features, so a value of around 0.25 is a
good choice, thus we have Scombined = sc + st − 0.25 min (sc,
st). Post processing is based on a thresholded decaying
exponential
)2 if the radius is within a standard
k = e-(𝑒−𝑆combined−1
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑+1
deviation, otherwise we take k = 1. The maximal attention
values after convolution with the kernel are taken. Finally,
the map is scaled and limited by the maximal attention
capacity, predefined to equal the block area.

4. Weighted JND
Foveation is the tendency of the human eye to have
highest resolution at points of highest attention and
exponentially decreasing sensitivity with increasing
eccentricity away from the focal points. Our model
incorporates the k = 10 most attention-weighted fixation
points to use as the focal points. We then calculate W = e (x−xϝk)2+(y−yfk)2
𝛼 ∫ 𝜉 𝑚𝑖𝑛
{𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛√
𝑘
𝑒0
𝑉

}, where f is the local

frequency, and xfk and yfk are the coordinates of the kth
fixation points and V is the distance from the observer to
the screen. The final interpretation of the model is in the
frequency domain of the DCT, with weighting from
foveation based on frequency eccentricity and block type
classification combined with frequency analysis, all
dependent on block location and DCT coefficient values.
Each block is a region where we could introduce a certain
amount of noise or quantization error, the frequency of
which corresponds to the values of the weights in the
block.

Figure 3. Diagram of visual attention process

For colour, we take each block and find the average RGB
values inside the block and then apply the k-means
method, which seeks to find arg min ∑ki=1∑xj∈Si ║xj µi║2, for xj = (Rj , Gj , Bj ), where there are k sets Si and
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5. Implementation Result
The Implementation was done in Matlab. Here we present
the results of individual stages of the algorithm.

Figure 7. JND Model Output

Figure 4. Input image

Figure 8. Visual Mask with Visual Attention in the Centre

6. Conclusion
This work explored the possibility of a computerised
visual communication systems using Just Noticeable
Distortion (JND). We demonstrated our experiment using
b Model, Visual Attention Model and Weighted JND from
a combination of various research papers that will give a
relevance map of the image in terms of 8x8 pixel blocks.
We also built the system in a robust manner so that it
would utilize the masking model in determining the
importance level of each of the pixels, and this information
is then in application specific processing

Figure 5. Edge Detection Output
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